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Competitive Banking, Bankers' Clubs,

and Bank Regulation

THERE HAS KEEN CONSIDLRABI.E iNTiiRES'i recently in what
might be called the microfoundations of banking regulation and central banking.
Much of this interest is stimulated by the revival of the free banking school which
sees government-supported (ofTicial) regulation as unnecessary and central banking
as the damaging product of state intervention. Yet free banking is still a minority
view, and most economists, continue to believe that "official" regulation has a useful
role to play. This latter view has been defended and developed in recent years by
Gorton and Mullincaux (1987), Mullineaux (1987) and Coodhart (1987, 1988,
1991). In very different ways—Gorton and Mullineaux use a contractual approach
and Goodhart the theory of clubs—these writers have argued that information asym-
metries in financial markets posed problems that unregulated markets could not han-
dle, and they argue that regulation arose "spontaneously" to meet these problems.
According to this view, banking regulation and central banks should be seen, in part
at least, as a "natural" response to problems inherent in financial markets, and the
free bankers' view of theiri as no more than damaging intrusions should be rejected.

This paper sets out a contrary view. Information problems do play a large role in
financial markets, and these problems might lead free banks to form "clubs" or com-
parable hierarchical stmctures that restrict (that is, regulate) the activities of
member-banks. But this regulation does not justify the systems of financial regula-
tion or central banking that arose historically because it differs from them in critical
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ways. Furthermore, since the benefits that regulation can bring are basically econ-
omies of scale, arguments for spontaneous regulation would appear to be tanta-
mount to claims that banking is a natural monopoly and the empirical evidence
indicates it is not. In any case, arguments for spontaneous regulation are also re-
futed by the evidence that the historical banking systems that were relatively close to
laissez-faire developed little or none of it, and there is a plausible argument that the
nineteenth-century U.S. cases often cited as examples of "private" regulation only
developed such regulation as a response to branching and other restrictions that pre-
vented a more explicit appropriation of economies of scale.

The foeus of the paper is thus to dispute claims that regulation and central bank-
ing were a natural, spontaneous response to inherent market failures, and in doing
so to suggest that they are not economically justified as improvements over a free
market. The paper has less to say on the more difficult questions of why govern-
ments and central banks behaved as they did, and what other justifications they
might (or might not) have had. While free bankers such as White (1984, 1989),
Selgin (1988), Dowd (1989), and Glasner (1989) have claimed that interventions
were often motivated by essentially political factors—to distribute favors, or to raise
revenue—free bankers have never to my knowledge argued that they always were.
What they have claimed is that even when governments intervened to sort out genu-
ine banking problems, governments were actually trying to resolve problems stem-
ming from their own earlier interventions, and not problems that could properly be
ascribed to a free market.' Nor have free bankers denied that central banking to a
considerable extent evolved, but they would insist that the evolutionary process it-
self was heavily influenced by the state. In short, the paper does not deny that gov-
ernments might sometimes have felt they had legitimate reasons to intervene,^ but it
does dispute the claim that interventions were justified by failures inherent to a free
market.

THE RATIONALE FOR BANKING CLUBS

Suppose that there is more than one bank in a relatively unregulated equilibrium.
It is well understood by now that mutual interest will lead them to cooperate with
each other to clear their notes and checks through a clearinghouse (see White 1984;

L The most common ca.se was where governments inlervened to deal with bank weakness, but that
weakness was Itself the product of government intervention (see, for example Dowd 1989 ch 5 6) A
good example is where state and federal governments in the Uniled States .set up liability insurance sys-
tems to protecl banks thai had already been weakened by branch-banking restrictions (Calomiris 1989).

2. Banking wa.s of course a highly politicized business, and there was sometimes concern about the
power ot banks and about conflicts of mteresl between the commercial and central banking functions of
privileged institutions like the Bank of England. The banking power was a major Ihemc in U.S. populism
and undoubtedly influenced American banking legislation, but how reasonable this concern was and
whether federal and state governments responded appropriately are quite difterent matters Nor is there
much doubt about Goodharfs claim that there was pressure on institutions like the Bank of England to
separate their commercial and central banking functions, and that this pressure eventually led to modem
central banks that resolved this conflict by largely dropping their commercial activities, but this issue too
IS besi discussed elsewhc-re (see Goodhart 1988 and Dowd 1991)
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Selgin and White 1987), but banks will also want to deal with each other for pur-
poses other than clearing (for example, to lend to each other) and we wish to investi-
gate whether they would cooperate on an explicit "market" basis (that is, where each
deal was done separately), or whether they would do so by forming a club to coordi-
nate at least some interbank activity by command.-^ 'fhere arc three reasons why
they might conceivably prefer the latter:

Reducing Tran.sactions and Monitoring Costs for Interbank Loans
One reason is to minimize the transactions and monitoring costs of banks' lending

to each other. Each bank faces a stochastic net demand for reserves from the public
that implies its reserves will fluctuate randomly from day to day, and these reserve
lluctuations will not be perfectly correlated. Some banks will experience reserve
shortages at any given time and wish to borrow, and others will be flush with re-
serves and willing to lend. Banks v/ill therefore participate in the market for re-
serves, and they might even form a special interbank reserve market if the
transactions or information costs are lower for interbank transactions than for those
involving other parties. It may be thai bank cooperation goes no further than partici-
pation in the market for reserves—if banks' demands for reserves arc relatively
small, or if there is only a small number of banks that know each other well and
have an informal understanding to help each other out, there might be little scope for
a mutually beneficial interbank organization and the unassisted market v/ill suffice
without any hierarchy to support it. It is conceivable, nonetheless, that the transac-
tions and monitoring costs of arranging interbank loans might make a bankers' bank
an attractive option to the banks for much the same reasons that individual bor-
rowers and lenders often prefer to deal with each other indirectly through an inter-
mediary (see, for example, Chant 1992). In the absence of a bankers' bank, each
bank wanting a loan would have to transact with each of its potential lenders, and a
bankers' bank can cut down these transactions costs by arranging loans centrally.
More importantly, perhaps, a bankers' bank can also eliminate unnecessary monitor-
ing costs where there are multiple lenders. If there is more than one lender and they
do not coordinate with each other, then lenders can end up duplicating each other's
monitoring or trying to free-ride on each other's (presumed) monitoring efforts, and
a bankers' bank can be a good way to coordinate their efforts and ensure that loans
are properly monitored. Since it is both difficult and time-consuming to ascertain
banks' values, the bankers' bank would not try to assess a bank's value de novo each
time it applied for a loan. Instead it would monitor borrowers on an ongoing basis to
be able to handle loan applications quickly. Since they would hope to be able to
obtain loans, its customers would have an interest in keeping it suitably informed,
but much of this infonnation would be commercially sensitive information that they
might want kept secret from rivals. The banks' sensitivity regarding their accounts

3. The term "command" is used as it is in the literature on the theory of the hrm. "Command" is
where people are eontractuaily obliged to follow orders, and is what distinguishes tirms (and, more gen-
erally, hierarehy) from pure markets in whieh the terms oi every scrviec are agreed separately.
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therefore implies that an independent outfit would normally be better placed to mon-
itor member-banks than one of their own number. A bankers' club run by its own
independent management is therefore likely to be more effective than a club in
which a member bank takes on the monitoring and management roles. The effec-
tiveness of the club can be further enhanced by officials accepting contracts that give
them an incentive to preserve their independence and honor the confidentiality of
their work, and which provide for penalties in the event of perceived lapses from
duty.'̂

The Reserve Externality Argument

It is sometimes claimed (for example, Cothren 1987; Goodhart 1988, pp. 53-5)
that a banking club (or some other means of assisting bankers) is needed because
banks have insufficient private incentive to hold the "socially optimal" level of re-
serves. According to this argument, each bank holds reserves to equate the marginal
private benefits of reserve holdings to their marginal private costs—the former are
the expected benefits of not having to go to market or declare bankruptcy in the
event a customer demands redemption of bank liabilities, and the latter are the op-
portunity costs of having to hold redemption media that yield a lower return than
some alternative assets—and the bank ignores the "external" benefits that its reserve
holdings confer on other banks. These external benefits arise because the greater a
bank's reserves, the more likely it is to be able and willing to lend to other banks
should they desire a loan, and other banks derive the benefit that the reserves-supply
curve they face has shifted to the right. The argument is that the outcome produced
by the unassisted market could then be improved upon if ail banks could be induced
to hold more reserves than they would otherwise choose to hold, because they
would all benefit from the external effects of the higher reserves held by the others.
Banks could try to appropriate these external benefits by agreeing to hold higher
reserves than they would otherwise choose to hold (for example, by agreeing to
minimum reserve ratios), but if such an arrangement is to be viable, it is necessary
to find some means of restricting the benefits that go to nonmembers—if nonmem-
bers get the same benefits as members, each bank would prefer to free-ride on mem-
bers' higher reserves and the scheme would never have any members. A solution
would be for member-banks to pledge a certain proportion of their reserves to be
loaned to each other, presumably on more favorable terms than could be obtained on
the market, but to be loaned to nonmembers at a penalty rate of interest, if at all.
This discrimination against nonmembers would give the latter the incentive to join
that would otherwise be lacking, and the banks could make these arrangements op-
erational by establishing a club to which they delegated the power to impose reserve
requirements and lend member-banks' reserves.

4, it bankers are to delegate powers to a club, it would usually make sense to delegate those powers to
the clearinghouse that already exists to clear their notes and checks. A clearinghouse can monitor (mem-
ber) banks at less cost than an alternative club since (he clearing process ereates a by-product-
information on banks' clearing gains and losses over time—that often provides advance warning of fu-
ture difliculties. The text consequently uses (he lerms "club" and "'clearinghou.se" interchangeably.
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Hank "Contagion"
A third rationale for a banking club-—and one that has received considerable em-

phasis in the literature (for example, Bcnston et al, I9S6; Goodhart 1988) is the
prospect of "contagious" bank runs, or contagion. There is a contagion problem
when the obser\'ation that one bank is facing a run or some other serious difficulty
leads those with notes or deposits at other banks to run as well. Since redemption
imposes costs on note- and deposit-holders (it takes time and effort to go to the bank
and line up there), an individual will usually demand redemption only if he is suffi-
ciently apprehensive that his bank might default. If he were, he would demand re-
demption to avoid the losses that default would inflict on those who continued to
hold its debt. Others would think like him, and the bank would face a run. A shock
to one bank could then raise the public's apprehension about other banks to a level
where they faced runs as well. Contagion is thus a negative externality Ihat banks
impose on each other, and the claim is that hanks could reduce these externalities by
forming a club.

The most obvious atrangcmcnt would be an emergency lending procedure de-
signed to preempt any contagion. If a bank got into difficulties, a decision would be
made whether to assist it. If the bank qualified for help, the resources of the other
banks would be pledged to keep it open, the pledge should restore public confi-
dence, and the run should subside without infecting the other banks. Alternatively,
the bank could be refused assistance, and the club would try to prevent contagion by
distancing its members from it. Refusal would then send a clear signal to the public
that the club regarded the bank as insound, and this signal would encourage the
public to run on it and drive it otit of business. The clearinghouse would therefore
assist the healthy banks and throw sick ones to the wolves, and either way, ideally, it
should ensure that there wys no contagion from one bank to the rest.

THK RKGULAIOHY ROLE OF CL[-ARIN(iHOUSES

I'here are thus several reasons—the minimization ofthe transactions/monitoring
costs of lending, "reserve externalities." and the possibility of contagion—why
banks might want to establish a club that would provide a bank in difficulties with
loans that would be more expensive or perhaps even unavailable on the unassisted
market. However, the existence of the club creates a moral hazard problem for
member-banks because they are now effectively coinsuring each other. A typical
bank will have an incentive to take more risks on the grounds that it will get all the
benefits if the risks pay off but it can offload some of the losses to other banks if they
do not. The other banks will do likewise, and the consequence would be socially
excessive risk-taking that would leave the typical bank worse off than it v/ould have
been if all the banks could somchov^ have agreed not to take the extra risks in the
first place. The solution, if it is feasible, is for the clearinghouse to itiiposc controls
on excessive risk-taking by members-banks and ensure that it has the means to mon-
itor compliance. These controls might include minimum capita! ratios, restrictions
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on the quality of assets that member-banks are allowed to hold, and restrictions on
deposit rates to prevent the more aggressive banks bidding up deposit rates to obtain
the funds with which to take additional risks, and member-banks would have to sub-
mit to the monitoring regime imposed by the clearinghouse. In a nutshell, the clear-
mghouse faces a moral hazard problem that might lead it to acquire extensive
regulatory powers over member-banks and establish some form of hierarchy.

It is important to emphasize why an individual member-bank might rationally
choose to submit itself to these regulations. Joining a club gives a bank access to
emergency loans at rates below what it would otherwise pay, and this superior ac-
cess to support increases public confidence that the bank's notes and deposits will be
honored. This greater public confidence is not a free good that can be conjured out
of thin air, but a rational response to the perceived safety represented by clearing-
house membership, and it depends to a considerable extent on the ability of the
clearinghouse to protect the integrity of the banks by controlling the risks they take.
If a clearinghouse could not control members' risk-taking at an acceptable cost, the
underlying moral hazard could lead the more conservative banks to pull out to avoid
liability for the risks being taken by their more aggressive competitors, and the
clearinghouse itself could lose public confidence and collapse along with its remain-
ing weak members. The irony is that while banks might not like obeying clearing-
house regulations, those very regulations help make clearinghouse regulation
attractive in the first place by increasing public confidence in member-banks.

We need to be clear how this clearinghouse regulation compares with the "offi-
cial" regulation we observe historically. Both types of regulation share one key
feature—those to whom they apply (usually) perceive them as binding constraints
that prevent them doing what they would otherwise prefer to do, and so resources
have to be devoted to monitoring to make sure the rules are obeyed—but they differ
in important respects:

• Clearinghouse regulations would be voluntary in a sense that official regula-
tions are normally not. They would be part of the price of membership, but
membership itself would be voluntary. While each bank would obviously prefer
the benefits of membership and the freedom to do as it wished, the club can
only be successful if members are forced to pay the membership price and obey
the rules. The choice facing an individual bank is not whether it wants to follow
the rules on an other-things-being-equal basis, but whether it wishes to be a
member and accept the constraints that go with membership, or whether it
wishes to retain its freedom of action and forego those benefits.^

• Clearinghouse regulations would be imposed by officials whose powers and
contract structures would be determined by tbe banks whom they serve. Since
they would not allow their own freedom of action to be restricted for no good
reason, the banks would presumably ensure that clearinghouse powers were re-
stricted to areas where a clear case had been established for them, and clearing-

, J ^ P, '̂  ""' f° ^^"y that banks mighl feel thai they have little effective choice in practice but to
jO[n the club. Be this as it may. what matters here is banks cannot expect to enjoy the benefits of club
membership withoul paying the membership "price."
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house powers would be constrained as weil by the need to get some kind of
working majority of member-banks to approve them. The banks would also have
an incentive to ensure that clearinghouse officials were effectively monitored and
held to account since they would bear the consequences of clearinghouse
actions. By contrast, "official" regulators have been typically accountable to
government-sponsored monetary authorities rather than to commercial bankers,
and their regulations have frequently reflected political considerations much
tnore than clearinghouse regulations would. In addition, since their powers de-
rived from the political process rather than a mandate from the commercial
banks, these regulators have, perhaps, had less incentive to respond to bankers'
demands, and have frequently had greater powers and discretion than clearing-
house officials.

• Following from this last point, official regulation has generally had a much
broader coverage. To anticipate our later discussion, the historical evidence in-
dicates that under conditions close to laissez-faire, clearinghouse powers were
usually confined to minor matters such as organizing clearing and dealing with
counterfeits (see the following section). (U.S. banking clubs often had much
broader powers, but for reasons explained later, there is reason to believe that
they are not typical of laissez-faire clubs.) Official regulations were much wider
ranging, even in the nineteenth tientury, and included, inter alia, restrictions on
the issue of notes and deposits, restrictions on asset holdings, amalgamation
restrictions, reserve requirements, and subjection to requisitions and "moral
suasion."''

• Since the system of regulation imposed by a particular clearinghouse would
have to prove itself viable without the protection of legal restrictions against
entry to exit, those regulations would have to satisfy certain obvious con-
straints. Member-banks that found clearinghouse rules too irksome could with-
draw or set up or join a rival, and this threat of lost business would to some
extent limit the degree to which the clearinghouse or its officials could "abuse"
member-banks.^ In the absence of legal barriers to entry, this threat would also
have some impact even if the m îrket for clearinghouse services could only sup-
port one clearinghouse in a region.*^ Apart from constraining it, competition
would also provide a clearinghouse with information about the success or fail-

6. Examples of all but moral suasion are found in the antebellum United States (sec Dowd 1992b,
pp. 207-214, 223-224). A good example of moral suasion was the lifeboat operation launched by the
Bank of England in 1890 to deal with the Baring Crisis.

7. The historical evidence apparently provides few instances ol banks being sufhciently incensed
about club rules that they decided to withdraw from the club, perhaps because club powers were .so lim-
ited, but an important exception occurred with the demise of the Suffolk system in the late 1850s (see
next footnote).

8. There would be costs to enlering the market for clearinghouse services, but there is little reason to
suppose that they would be so high as to make the market eflectively uncontestiblc. A gcxiil example of
banks" "voting with their feet" even when the narkct could only support one clearinghouse is provided by
the demise of the Suflblk system. The SufFok system was a club managed by the SufFolk Bank of Bos-
ton, but some members found the club rules too constraining and there were complaints about the Suf-
folk's high-handed attitude toward members. Discontent led to the founding of a rival, the Bank lor
Mutual Redemption (BMR), and when the latSer opened in 1858 many of the Suffolk's clients defected to
it, A brief war followed, but in the end the Suffolk abandoned the market to ils rival. The Suffolk system
is discussed further by Trivoli (1979). Mullineaux (1987). Selgin and White (1988), and below.
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ure of alternative product-price mixes as well as an incentive to experiment
with new ones to obtain a competitive edge.** Official regulations, by contrast,
have typically been shielded from competition by laws against banks switching
to other jurisdictions or opting out altogether, and official regulators have had
less incentive to innovate or adopt successful practices developed elsewhere.

BUT WOULD THERE BE A RKGULATORY CLUB IN THE FIRST PLACE?

We have discussed why clubs might arise to regulate member-banks and what
such regulations might look like if they did, but it is not obvious that such regulatory
clubs would even arise in the first place. Unless there were a large number of banks,
the transactions cost savings would be relatively low, and there are other ways
around the monitoring problem (for example, loan syndicates). The historical evi-
dence also suggests that banks did not form clubs for these reasons. Some banks
established clubs for clearing purposes, and though some clearinghouses did lend to
member-banks, at least on occasion, the fact that banks often never set up any multi-
lateral outfit at all suggests that they perceived whatever gains could be obtained
from doing so to be outweighed by their set up and operating costs (Schuler 1992,
p. I7).'«

Nor is it clear that there would be large benefits from dealing with reserve exter-
nalities. Provided they are perceived to be sound, the empirical evidence suggests
that free banks can operate safely on relatively low reserve ratios. For exatnpie, fig-
ures provided by Cameron (1967, pp. 87-88) indicate that Scottish banks of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries usually operated with specie reserves less
than 2 percent, and often less than I percent, of liabilities. The costs of holding
reserves would be correspondingly low, and so too would the costs of any "lost"
reserve externalities,''

That leaves the contagion argument, and it is not obvious that that would lead to a
banking club either. Banks would be aware of the danger of runs, and they would
have a clear incentive to invest in confidence-building measures to discourage them.
These measures would include the maintenance of an adequate capital ratio and the
pursuit of sound lending policies to reassure debt-holders that their holdings were
safe. "Good" banks would also try to prevent contagion by distancing themselves
from "bad" ones. While such measures could not normally provide perfect reassurance
—depositors would normally still know less about the state of the bank's finan-

9. The Suffolk experience also provides a useful example of how elub competition can provide infor-
mation about banks" preferences for club services. The Suffolk provided a relatively hierarchical product
mi\ that included loans and monitoring services as well as just note-clearing, but the BMR restricted
itself primarily to clearing scr\'ices, and its victor}' over the Suffolk suggests that banks prefened iis more
limited bundle to the Sutlblk's,

10. As Schuler notes, since free banking "often had just a handful of banks, so multilateral clearing
had little advantage over bilateral clearing. The author of a handbook for Canadian bankers staled near
the lurn of the century that there was little gain to be had from establishing clearing-houses in eilies with
fewer than seven banks . . . Branch banking combined with regular bilateral exchange was often a satis-
faetory alternative lo a elearing-house" (loc. cit.). However, see also n. 16.
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cial health relative to management, and so on—the evidence nonetheless indicates
that the public did look at factors such as these to discriminate in favor of well-
capitalized, prudently managed banks (see, for example, Kauftnan 1987, pp. 15-
16; 1988, pp. 568-9). When financial crises occurred, the usual result was therefore
a "Hight to quality" in which the publ ic would transfer their accounts from weaker to
stronger banks,'^ and there is little convincing evidence of contagious runs in which
the public ran indiscriminately against all banks regardless of their specific circum-
stances (see, for example, Benston et al. 1986, pp. 53-60 and 66; Dowd 1922b).'-'
The evidence thus indicates that sound, reputable banks had little to fear from the
difficulties of weaker competitors, and the contagion argument would appear to pro-
vide a doubtful basis for a banking club.

We can also think of banking clubs another way. The various fact(»rs isolated as
possible reasons for fonning a club can each be considered as economies of scale
external to the firm but internal lo the industry, and the point of a club is to internal-
ize them. But one needs to explain why forming a club is the most appropriate way
to internalize them when the banks could also have done so by merging into a single
firm. Assuming that these economies were sufficiently large to have mattered, there
is an argument that forming a single firm was the most natural way lo appropriate
them since the unified ownership of a single firm wotjld have avoided the moral
hazard that arises where separately owned firms coinsurc each other through a club,
and the cost of controlling that moral hazard presumably implies that a single firm

11, The reserve externality ar.^ument also sutlers fnim another drawback, at least insof;tr as it is usctl
to delencl the imposition by banking clubs oi' central banks of reserve ratios on commercial banks. Re-
serve ratios e.m be sell-del eating; Jn a crisis because the obligation lo hold them efteetiveiy freezes re-
serves and prevents them being usedjusi when they are most needed (as happened, lor example, in U S ,
banking crises during the National Banking era). The liigic of the reser\'e externality argument would
appear lo suggest that reserve holdings shoi Id be subsidized, and it is not clear how we can use it to
delenci reserve rcijiurcmcnls which are effect vely a tax on the banks.

12. Most major bunking crises exhibited "liights to qualily" riiiher (haii uidiscriminate runs on all
banks, F.ven in the Austruhan banking crisis of I8<̂ '3 arguably the most severe crisis in any historical
free banking system—ihc two higgest banks in Melbourne experienced deposit inllows so large they
were embarrassing (Butlin 1961. p, 305; Dowd 1992a. p. 62). The banking crisis that most closely re-
sembles the run-at-evcrything model is the English crisis ot December 1825. hut even so, the run-at-
everything interpretation does nut lil easily wilh the fact that the crisis hardly touched Iht. Scottish free
banking system. In any case, one could argue ihal ihis episode wus due to some extent to Bank of En-
gland policy and the law that restricted other Eniilish banks lo partnerships of no more than six partners
(Dowd 1992).

13, "["he contagion issue has been most i,'arefully examined in (he cimiexi ol the pre-1914 United
States. Benston et al, found that bank failure rates were generiiily lower (han Ibr other lirnis, and that less
than I percent of U,S. hanks actually faileiJ even in the severe crisis ot 1907-8 11986, pp, 58, 60),
Rolnick and Weber (1985. pp. 5 - 8 ; 1986, pp, 885-87) looked for bul found little evidence of contagion in
New York, Indiana, Minnesota, and Wisconsin in the ante bellum period. They did tind tha: failures were
sometimes clustered, but these clusters were associated wilh shoeks common lo the hanks involved, and
there was little tendency tor these problems lo spread. Their conclusions were challenged by Hasan anii
Dwyer (1988). hul their results are not eonclusive. They model the probability of failure as depending on
the value of bonds relative to capital, the rcmoleness ot a bunk's loeation. and a dummy variable that
takes the value I if another hank failed in that county, and /ein otherwise, and they inlerprel. the statistieal
signilicance of the dummy pararnelcr as evidenee {if contagion. However, ihal parameter will also pick
up any oilier factor that the i>ther variables tiiil lo pick up, hut which is related to the failure of neighbor-
ing bank (tcir example, local conditions], and ihese alternative factors need ti> be mied out first before we
can say we have evidence ot contagion,

14. This is not to deny that there can be suhstantial control problems within a natural mtmopoly. How-
ever, the argumeni considered in the text is t lat having the separated ownership implied by two ur more
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would have had the edge over a club.''* It would seem to follow that if important
economies had existed, we would expect banking to have been a natural monopoly,
and the empirical evidence very much indicates it was not. None of the historical
experiences of (relatively) free banking showed any tendency toward natural mo-
nopoly (Schuler 1992, p. 16), although there was evidence of some economies of
scale. The conclusion that there are economies of scale but no natural monopoly is
also supported by the extensive empirical literature on returns to scale in modern
banking. Recent surveys by Gilbert (1984), Lewis and Davis (1987, pp. 202-7), and
Clark (1988) between them looked at thirty-three separate studies, and not one pre-
sented any evidence that banking was a natural monopoly.'''

The claim that there is little scope for clubs under laissez-faire seems to be borne
out by the experience of less regulated banking systems in the past. The historical
record of relatively unregulated banking systems outside the United States—in
countries such as Australia, Canada, Ireland, France, Scotland, Sweden, Switzer-
land, and many others [see the readings in Dowd (ed.) (1992)|—indicates that (rela-
tively) "free" banks had little use for banking clubs with extensive regulatory
powers. In apparently all such cases, bank cooperation seemed to consist of little
more than an arrangement for clearing notes and deposits with occasional ad hoc
measures to deal with particular problems as they arose. Apart from clearing itself,
clearinghouse policy dealt mainly with minor matters of mutual concern such as
procedures to handle out-of-town checks and efforts to detect fraud (Schuler 1992,
p. 18). Only relatively rarely did free banks cooperate for more ambitious purposes
(for example, to provide emergency loans), and even then they did so with little
formal power other than that to deny loans to applicants who did not cooperate. '^

In the United States, on the other hand, banks did form private clubs which exer-
cised quite extensive regulatory powers. One of these was the Suffolk system which
arose out of the attempts of the Suffolk Bank of Boston to counter the Boston circu-

firms adds to whatever agency problems already exist when the firms unite, and if the intraindustry bene-
fits were large enough, it would therefore make sense for the firms to merge. The failure of (irms to
merge appears to suggest that the external benefits involved, if any, are not Important,

13. Nor is there any strong evidence, populist views about banking power notwithstanding, that banks
were able to cartelize the market successfully. In a variety of countries, the uniform interest rates that
would-be cartels "set for their members gave way to rate wars as soon as any bank , , , spotted a compet-
itive opportunity, and action to punish renegades was futile" (Schuler 1992, 18). That cartels were unsus-
tainable is also suggested by the evidence thai free-banking systems were highly competitive even when
there was only a small number of big banks, as in Australia (Dowd 1992a, p, 58) or Scotland (White
1984, ch, 2),

16, One should mention, however, that even under conditions of relatively free banking, "big" banks
occasionally made last-resort loans to smaller banks, and their managers sometimes regarded themselves
as guardians of the system (Goodhart 1988), The Royal Bank of Scotland made such loans lo the Scottish
provincial banks, tor example, and Bank of Scotland's Alexander Blair was the Scottish system's self-
appointed "policeman" (Munn 1985, p. 341). I would argue, however, that it is natural for smaller banks
to enter into a client relationship with a larger one in much the same way thai a firm would enter into such
a relationship with a bank, and to label distress loans as last-resort lending is to exaggerate the similarity
between these loans and the last-resort lending of a genuine central bank. Be this as it may, the lending
and supervisory functions of big banks under free banking were still constrained by the primary objective
of maximizing profits, and the banks in question had few if any privileges, were heavily exposed to
competition, and had no official regulatory status.
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lation of the notes of out-of-town ('country") banks. Branch-banking restrictions
had made it difficult to redeem these notes, and they consequently circulated at a
discount. In 1819 the Suffolk started buying them at their Boston discount, and it
gave the issuers the option to redeetn them at the price the Suffolk paid for them
provided they maintained (non-interest-bearing) deposits at the Suffolk. In 1824 the
Suffolk began to allow participating banks tbe benefit of overdraft facilities, and
since it was now extending credit, it started supervising them to ensure they were
soundly run. Its position as manager of the system gave it the information to carry
out that supervision effectively—any bank that followed a policy of systematic
over-expansion would rapidly develop a persistent adverse clearing balance that
would reveal what it was doing. The usual response of the Suffolk to a delinquent
bank was moral suasion—lecturing ofTending banks on the importance of correcting
their policies—but it could also limil: its overdraft or send its notes for redemption.
In the final analysis, it could also ex])el it from the system, and the threat of expul-
sion was a potent sanction because it provided a clear signal to the public that the
well-informed Suffolk did not consider the bank to be a good credit risk. The Suf-
folk system was thus a banking club in which the Suffolk bofh set the rules and
enforced them. The price of membership was the deposit that members were re-
quired to keep and the obligation to obey the club rules. In return, members enjoyed
increased public confidence resulting from the widespread par acceptance of their
notes and the vetting and support sei*vices provided by the Suffolk. Its readiness to
lend to member-banks made its vetting of their policies credible to the public, and
the credibility of its assessment reduced the pressure on the public to vet a bank
themselves. Since non-member-banks enjoyed less confidence, banks felt under
pressure to join even though they found the Suffolk's conditions irksome.

The other U.S. clubs were the clearinghouse associations in the period from the
mid-nineteenth century to 1914. They were first established to facilitate the return of
notes to the banks that issued them, but in the 1850s the New York Clearinghouse
Association began to issue certificates to member-banks which they could use to
settle clearing debts, and which economized specie and relaxed the impact of legal
restrictions against the note issue (Sprague 1910; Timberlake 1984). These benefits
were especially useful during panics when notes and coins were scarce and legisla-
tive restrictions particularly binding. In later panics, clearinghouses issued certifi-
cates that banks could use to meet redemption demands by the public. These
certificates were claims against the clearinghouse and enjoyed public confidence be-
cause they were free from the default risk attached to individual banks. (They thus
offered banks a way to diversify risks when the most obvious way to do so—-explicit
merger—was hamstrung by legal restrictions). They were retired after each crisis
and members of the public who accepted them suffered no losses. In the end, clear-
inghouses were effectively issuing hand to-hand emergency currency that the public
readily accepted even though it was issued illegally (Timberlake 1984, pp. 6-7).
Clearinghouse associations also developed a formal apparatus to provide banks with
last-resort lending, and they developed a regulatory apparatus to accompany it.
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Banks had to satisfy capital requirements and submit to auditing and the requisition-
ing of their reserves when required to. Banks that failed to satisfy these conditions
were disciplined, and the penalty for extreme violations was expulsion.

To summarize, the claim that there is little useful scope for clubs under laissez-
faire appears to be broadly consistent with the historical evidence. Historical experi-
ences outside the United States suggest that banks had little need for clubs other
than to arrange clearing and settle minor issues of mutual concern. The U.S. experi-
ence is different, but there is reason to believe that the strong clubs that arose in the
United States were a response to the unique legislative restrictions under which
U.S. banks had to operate. These restrictions—the most significant being those
against branch-banking—deprived U.S. banks of many scale economies that banks
elsewhere appropriated by merging. Forming a strong club was therefore a means to
appropriate scale economies where the most straightforward method was prohibited
by law, and there is relatively little evidence of strong clubs in permissive legal
environments.

GORTON AND MULLINEAUX S ANALYSIS OF CLEARINGHOUSE ASSOCIATIONS

This analysis of banking clubs differs markedly from those found in rceent litera-
ture. One ofthese is by Gorton and Mullineaux (1987) and Mullineax (1987). Their
argument goes as follows. The public use two types of bank liability in their every-
day exchanges—bank notes, and deposits on which they can write checks—and
these liabilities differ in an important respect. In deciding whether to accept a note,
the public need information only on the bank that issues it. To be reasonably conH-
dent that they will not suffer any losses, it generally suffices for them to know that
the bank that issues the note is in a position to honor it, but with checks they need to
know not only that the bank has the resources to honor the check, but also that the
agent on whom the check is drawn has sufficient funds in its account. Notes there-
fore require only bank-specific information, but checks require information on both
banks and individual agents. Since all notes issued by a bank arc effectively alike, a
secondary note market can develop relatively easily, and this secondary market
gives the public information about the underlying value of the bank, but a secondary
market does not develop in ehecks because agents would need information on spe-
cific bank accounts as well as on the soundness of the bank on which the checks are
drawn, and these information requirements make the operation of a secondary check
market (typically) too expensive to be worthwhile to the agents who would be
involved.

As the monetary system evolved, the public's desired note/deposit ratio gradually
declined. Gorton and Mullineaux argue that the secondary note market became less
informative about the value of the bank itself, and an information asymmetry devel-
oped that made the public more inclined to "run"; In the past, a shock to a bank's
value (for example, the revelation of a bad loan) would have been reflected in an
increase in the discount on banks' notes in the secondary market, and the public
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would have had a clear sigtial of the worth of their note holdings. But when deposits
supplanted notes there was no longer any secondary check market on which the
bank's value could be reflected. The public was consequently more inclined to panic
and demand redemption because they were deprived of information about the bank's
value that they would previously have had, and clearinghouses therefore arose to
protect the banks against such panics. The clearinghouses would be delegated vari-
ous powers over members—atnong these the powers to set minitnum reserve and
capital ratios, the rights to monitor their accounts, and the power to requisition
member-banks' reserves—and the incentive to submit to these rules was the greater
likelihood of clearinghouse support in an emergency. When a run occtirred, the
clearinghouse would assess whether the banks experiencing the runs were sound or
not. If they were deemed to be sound, the clearinghouse would use the resources of
other member-banks to guarantee their liabilities, and this measure would usually
suffice to reassure the public and dissuade them from continuing to run. If the banks
were considered bad risks, on the other hand, the clearinghouse would say so and
give the public a clear signal to continue the run and put them out of busmess.

This analysis fails to explain why banks would prefer to appropriate external ben-
efits by forming a club instead of by merging, but even if this difficulty is set aside,
there are also a few others:

1. It ignores the role of the equity market in signaling a bank's net worth and
protecting noteholders and depositors. One of the functions of equity holders is to
provide a buffer stock to reassure dcbtholders that they have little reason to fear
losses, and the credibility of this buffer-stock signal arises from the stockholders
being residual claimants who only get paid after other creditors. If the stockmarket
gives a bank a positive value, it indicates that the bank can pay olTall its noteholders
and depositors and still have resources left over, and so the latter should have little to
fear. Instead of looking at discounts on a secondary note market, liability holders
need only check that the bank has a sufficiently positive stock market evaluation to
absorb any likely losses that the bank might suffer on its asset portfolio, and we
would expect liability holders to run on a bank only if its stockmarket value had
fallen to some danger level where there was some significant likelihood that losses
would he passed on to them.

2. The argument exaggerates the informatioti provided by the secondary note
market. White (1984, 1989), Selgin (1988), and Selgin and White (1987) have ar-
gued forcefully that banks would agree to accept each other's notes at par. and par
acceptance leaves little roiKii for bank note discounts to deviate from zero. It fol-
lows, then, that under normal circutiistanccs the only information provided by the
secondary tiote market is that the batik is still considered to be of good standing, and
(therefore) that its notes and deposits should continue to be redeemed at par. The
corollary is thai there should be no obvious difference in the informatioo provided
by notes atid checks. Provided the bank keeps its good standing, good checks (that
is, checks drawn on accounts with the funds to honor them) will trade at par for the
satne reasons that notes will trade at par, and the replacement of notes by deposits
would make no significant difference to the public's information about the bank.
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3. Even if notes and checks did convey different information about the bank on
which they were drawn, the extra information provided by notes would still be pub-
licly available as long as there were some demand for banknotes. It is not the size of
the secondary note market that would matter, but the fact that it would still exist. A
fall in the public's desired note/deposit ratio would not create an information gap
unless that ratio went to zero, and it did not go to zero in the historical banking
systems that Gorton and Mullineaux seek to explain.

4. Finally, the Gorton-Mullincaux analysis makes predictions that are empirically
falsified. They deal with how a laissez-faire banking system would evolve a system
of endogenous regulation to deal with a particular information asymmetry problem
reflected in a declining currency/deposit ratio. As noted already, however, all rela-
tively free historical banking systems apparently experienced falls in the curren-
cy/deposit ratio but none evolved endogenous regulation along the lines predieted
by Gorton and Mullineux. The case they emphasized—the late nineteenth century
United States^was characterized by extensive legislative restrictions anyway. So
relatively unregulated banking systems in the past did not experience the banking
structures predicted by Gorton and Mullineaux, and the case that they focus on was
not characterized by laissez-faire or anything reasonably close to it.

GOODHART'S ANALYSIS OF BANKING CLUBS

Charles Goodhart (1987, 1988, 1991) presents an alternative treatment of bank-
ing clubs. His analysis begins with an information asymmetry between banks and
their liability holders. The management of a bank is better informed about the value
of the bank than its liability holders, and there is no costless and credible way in
which management can pass on their information. A situation can arise, therefore,
where the bank is sound by the management cannot easily persuade its customers
that they need not fear losses. A simple announcement that the bank is sound will be
insufficient because the public would appreciate that the management has an incen-
tive to lie. The management could presumably call in outside monitors (auditors)
who could inspect the books and verify that the bank was sound, but such inspec-
tions can be expensive and time-consuming, and the public would need reassurance
that they could believe the monitor. There can therefore be no guarantee that the
monitor can provide the public with the reassurance they want in the time available.
The public might choose to play safe and redeem their holdings of bank liabilities,
and the bank would face a run.

The problem then is that bank runs cause real damage. When a bank redeems one
of its liabilities, it must either reduce its asset holdings or issue more of some other
liability. The bank will keep stocks of redemption media on hand to meet demands
for redemption, and provided that these demands are relatively few it will have no
great difficulty meeting them. It will also hold other assets that can be converted into
redemption media at relatively low cost, and these stocks of marketable assets will
provide it with further reassurance that it can meet redemption demands. The diffi-
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culty, however, is that the bank will hold many nonmarketable assets (for example,
consumer loans) which it cannot liquidate to meet demands for redemption, or can
only liquidate at considerable cost. Alternatively, the bank can tneet demands for
redemption by issuing more liabilities, but it must be able to reassure its potential
creditors that it is still sound. As it continues to borrow, potential creditors might
come to doubt its soundness and the cost of further borrowing would rise. A bank
thus faces increasing marginal redemption costs regardless of whether it tries to
meet redemptions by running down assets or issuing more debt, and these redemp-
tion costs arc the reason runs can impose real damage to the banks involved.

Goodhart then suggests that bankers might establish a club to help them handle
the problems runs pose. He maintains, nonetheless, that there are a variety of rea-
sons why banks cannot achieve the best outcome on their own and he infers from
these that a bankers' club needs help from an outside source (that is, the state). The
reasons he gives fall under three broad headings;

First, he claims that there are certain general problems in the structure of private
banking clubs that official regulation could presumably be expected to overcome.
One problem is that the rules can be rigged to restrict new entrants or benefit those in
charge of key committees (1988, p. 71). Another is that one cannot always take the
independence of club managers for granted, and he cites as an example the refusal
of the New York Clearinghouse Association to assist the Knickerbocker Trust in
1907 for essentially sectarian reasons (1988, p. 38-39). He also maintains that it
"may well be impossible to check v/hether club members are obeying the regula-
tions without spot checks, close monitoring, etc.," which he believes would "be
intolerable between competing members" (1988, p. 71). Finally, he suggests that
heterogeneity among the members rriight make it difficult for private clubs to main-
tain their cohesion, and that government-imposed rules might be required to protect
the dub's integrity (1988, p. 71).

Second, he suggests that a private club would be unsuited to carry out rescue
operations. The "usual circumstances of a rescue, at very short notice under condi-
tions of severely limited information,, make it more difficult for commercial banks to
act conclusively than for an independent Central Bank to swiftly and decisively"
(1988, p. 102). This difficulty in mounting operations is partly due to the infiuence
of commercial rivalry (1988, p. 43-44), partly due to the consideration that crises
require "leadership" that can only be provided by a "noncompetitive, non-profit-
maximizing body" that is "'above the competitive battle" (1988, p. 45), and partly
due to differences abouf the appropriate level of support leading to support being
watered down to the level of the "lowest common denominator" (1988, p. 45).

Third, Goodhart argues i:hat only some form of external control can dampen down
the cycles to which the banking system is otherwise prone. He cites approvingly an
old argument that "competitive pressures would drive the banks to seek to maintain
and expand market shares during normal (noncrisis) periods . , . [and that| during
such periods . . . the more conservative banks would lose market share. With the
public often being poorly informed, or incapable of discernmg whether slower
growth was due to conservative policies or lack of managerial effort and efficiency.
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there was no guarantee that the more conservative banks could recover during pan-
ics . . . the market share lost in good times" (1988, pp. 47-48). Assuming that
these cycles pose a problem that needs to be dealt with, one might ask why a "pri-
vate" bankers' club could not deal with them. Goodhart's position seems to be that
such a club could not be expected to match the independence and leadership that a
central bank could show. He goes on to suggest the LDC debt crisis as an example of
the way that profit-maximizing commercial banks can get themselves into this kind
of trouble:

The recetit history of Ihc rapid expati.sion of international bank lending to sovereigti
LDCs during the 1970s, the resulting crisis, and the subsequent cessation of further
voluntary lending would appear to provide an excellent example of this sytidrome.
Competitive behavior seemed to force all the major banks to take part in an undue
expansion of lenditig, . . . the evidetice seems incontrovertible that without the ititer-
vention of the IMF, atid the stipport of national Central Banks, the crisis in, and after,
1982. arising from these events, would have been contagious, far-reaching, and proba-
bly disastrous on a massive scale. (1988, pp, 48-49)

These arguments need to be considered closely. One point to note, as with Gorton
and Mullineaux, is that Goodhart does not show why banks would prefer a club to
outright merger, but even if a satisfactory explanation is given to this point, a num-
ber of other difficulties remain:

It is true that club rules can be rigged, and that members may use their positions
on key committees to pursue their own ends, and it is also true that one cannot take
the independence of managers for granted, but the basic answer to these points is
that setting up and running a bankers' club, like any other club, is a nontdvial
principal-agent problem. All we can really say is that the incentive is there for the
principals to deal with these problems in the most appropriate way, so we might
presume that they would do so. Club members will generally try to minimize antiso-
cial behavior on the part of club officials because they would expect to bear the costs
of it. They will therefore write contracts with officials that encourage propriety and
independence, and they will usually have their activities monitored. The argument
about founder-members rigging the rules against later banks is also difficult to sub-
stantiate in any depth,''' and there is in any case the plausible counter-argument that
founder-members will be aware that the benefits of a bankers' club tend to rise, and
fixed costs fall, with the number of members, and this reasoning suggests that the
club will often find itself trying to attract new members instead of trying to keep
them out.'** In short, while members will never manage to eradicate antisocial be-

17, The evidence in favor is cireumstantial and consists of oecasional episodes like the vietimization
of the Knickerboeker Trust in 1907 referred to hy Goodhart, The evidenee against is stronger. The histor-
ical experience of free banking broadly suggests that clubs treated comparable hanks, including late en-
trants, in not-too-unequal ways, Sinee banking clubs under approximate laissez-faire typieally had few
powers, there seems to have heen little lo gain by rigging rules anyway, and it is signifieant that the
Knickerboeker case occurred in the United States when banks were suhject to branch-hanking laws and
the legal restrictions of the Nationai Banking System,

18, A counter-argument is that a club niighl engage in anticompetitive behavior, perhaps on the basis
of a cost advantage over rival clubs, but it is not clear what would cause such a eost advantage, and as
ciiscus.scd already in n, 15, ihe historical evidenee indicates that attempts to cartelize banking markets
have tended to break down.
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havior in the club, they have an incentive to minimize the damage it does, and it is
not clear why we would expect an outside body with diflcrent (that is, public choice)
incentives to produce a superior oulcomc. Goodhart suggests that member-banks
will find monitoring by fellow-banks intolerable, but that is exactly why they might
delegate the task to independent clearinghouse officials. Member-banks might not
like being monitored, but they will appreciate that loans would be more difficult and
possibly more expensive to obtain if they refused to submit to it. Finally, regarding
the argument about the cohesion of clubs, it is not clear why cohesion should be an
end in itself. If individual banks perceive their own private interest correctly and
choose not to join, then they regard the costs of membership as exceeding the bene-
fits, and it is not clear why we would want to force them to join against their will.
We cannot be confident that a club will benefit its tnembcrs unless they join volun-
tarily.'''

Then there is the issue of whether a private club can handle a crisis. It is true that
a group of banks might find it difficult to act decisively and in concert in a crisis, and
there might be some tendency for the level of support lo sink to the level of the
lowest common denominator, but it is precisely because of factors like these that we
would expect them to delegate crisis-handling to a clearinghouse. We would not nor-
mally expect the banks to wait for a crisis to find out the benefits of decisive action
and leadership. They would anticipate the way in which a crisis should be handled
and delegate appropriate powers. In this they are much like representative systems
of government in which it is anticipated that certain types of situation are best han-
dled by delegating emergency powers to the executive. One must also bear in mind
that there needs to be some mechanism to restrict Ihe abuse of emergency powers,
and the best way to prevent abuse of any powers is for member-banks to make the
rules and hold clearinghouse officials responsible. Leadership has its uses, but it
needs to be circumscribed to prevent its over-use. This is why Parliaments typically
hold their executives to account for the way their emergency powers have been
used, and the danger with the leadership provided by Goodhart's central bank is that
the commercial banks cannot easily restrain it or hold it to account. If clearinghouse
leadership corresponds to Parliamentary government, the leadership of a central
bank is tnore like a dictatorship which has a tendency to provide too much leader-
ship and be unresponsive to the desires of those whom it is meant to ser\'e.

Lastly, there is the argument that competitive behavior would lead banks to en-
gage in excessive cycling, but this argument also has its problems. A bank that en-
gages in a policy of aggressive expansion will tend to experience a deterioration in
the average quality of its loans, its portfolio may become unbalanced, it may have fo
bid more for deposits, and so on, and these factors will undermine its longer-run
solvency and increase the chances if will face an eventual run. It is not obvious why

19. A possible argument against is that there is sonic sDcial interest that banks will tail to take proper-
ly into account, bul Goodhart provides little i.-videncL- to support this claim ami it is in any case not clear
what that social interest might be. Externalities are the most obvious possible source of such an interest,
bul the existence ot externalities is not surtieient to cslablish that the private outcome would necessarily
be suboptimal. As diseussed already in the ti:xt, ihc poini of establishing the ckih in the lirst place is to
inlcrnali/c at least some of the benelits that are exiemal lo individual banks, but internal to the group.
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it would want to pursue such a policy unless it believed that it could pass off some of
the eosts onto others, and it is doubtful that it could do that under competitive condi-
tions. It would only be able to count on assistance from a private clearinghouse to
the extent that it could "fool" clearinghouse officials into believing that its policies
were sound, and the latter would be on their guard against just that eventuality. Nor
is there any reason to believe that it could force more conservative banks to eo alone
with a more aggressive policy. It could probably expect to earn some easy profits in
the short term, but if they are willing to forego the lure of quick profits the more
conservative banks could expect to increase their market shares in the longer run
when the aggressive bank runs into difficulties. In the final analysis, the public want
stability from their banks, and the banks that provide stability will eventually win
out over the cowboys who aim for quick profits.^^ Goodhart might still claim that
this is not what happened with the LDC debt crisis, but the debt crisis can hardly be
considered an example of what banks will do under laissez-faire conditions. Many
national monetary authorities were actively encouraging commercial banks to pro-
vide loans to the Third Worid, and the banks could reasonably expect a bailout if
their loans turned sour. While no one is disputing that the banks over-expanded their
lending, that over-expansion can be plausibly attributed to official policies, and
there is no particular reason to believe that a crisis as severe as this one would have
occuned had the banks had to rely on their own resources.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two broad conclusions suggest themselves. Recent claims to the contrary not-
withstanding, banking regulation and central banking apparently did not evolve to
counter inherent deficiencies in (free) financial markets. Real-world banking regula-
tions must therefore have developed for other reasons than market failures, and the
most obvious reasons are political ones. The other, complementary, conclusion is
that the development of official regulations and central banking were not Pareto im-
provements over the free market, and cannot therefore be justified on efficiency
grounds. The free bankers appear to be right after all—central banking did not
evolve to counter market failure, and it presumably cannot be defended by market-
failure arguments.
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